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Several studies have explored the influence of human mobility on the global spread of infectious diseases, however few studies have explored its influence on the local characteristics of the
oubtreaks. Recent research on our side already has shown how local and global dynamics of
measles are affected by human mobility by tuning the importance of the different underlying driving mechanisms: here we show that synchronization is a key feature to understand the time series
observed at national or supranational level.
We explore the dynamics of an SIR model parametrized for measles in the pre-vaccination era
on the British Isles, and show how human mobility has a direct impact on local synchronization,
periodicity and persistence. We recently introduced a simulation program that explores the geographic spread of infectious diseases using individual based simulations on high resolution gridded
maps, and permits to simulate extremely large geographical areas. Human mobility is implemented
through the Radiation Model, and the dynamics move individuals daily among a set of preferred locations. Parallel computation combined with a code generator for epidemiological models permits
fast execution of simulations of complex models.
Synchronization and periodicities observed among local communities are affected by the intensity of the human mobility. While areas of biennial periodicity tend to be, on averge, synchronized in phase, opposition of phase is actually quite common and stable. The common occurrence of opposition of phase might explain extended periods of opposition of phase observed in
pre-vaccination time series of some locations in England and Wales, which had previously been
explained as the result of propagating disease waves.
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